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VectorWorks Designer
Formerly the Industry Collection, 
VectorWorks Designer combines all 
the tools and technology found in 
VectorWorks Architect, VectorWorks 
Landmark, VectorWorks Spotlight and 
VectorWorks Machine Design into one 
comprehensive program for designers 
who need it all. 

VectorWorks Architect 
VectorWorks Architect offers all the 
tools and technology commercial and 
residential designers need in one cost-
effective architectural design program.

VectorWorks Landmark 
Specifically designed to meet the  
needs of professional landscape  
designers and land planners, 
VectorWorks Landmark provides  
all the tools and technology your  
firm needs to become more productive, 
more competitive and more profitable.

VectorWorks Spotlight
The undisputed industry standard  
in entertainment lighting and scene 
and set design, VectorWorks Spotlight 
merges sophisticated 2D drafting  
and powerful 3D modeling with  
advanced lighting, visualization  
and production tools.

VectorWorks Machine Design
Previously VectorWorks Mechani-
cal, VectorWorks Machine Design has 
been renamed to better describe the 
technology it offers to design firms, 
machine shops and metal fabricators.

VectorWorks Fundamentals
Formerly called VectorWorks, 
VectorWorks Fundamentals is the  
foundation of the VectorWorks  
product line and continues as a  
well-rounded, easy-to-use, general-
purpose CAD program.

VectorWorks 12 will revolutionize the way you work.  
You’ll do things you’ve never done before with  
VectorWorks 12. It will streamline your workflow.  
It’s simple to train new employees and easier for existing 
users to learn advanced features. Sharing drawings with 
clients and colleagues is almost effortless. You’ll quickly 
create more accurate models and more realistic renderings. 
VectorWorks 12 also makes it easier to turn your designs into 
construction documents. Plus, more customization options are 
available for CAD managers and third-party developers. And 
upgrading from older versions is fast and painless. All this 
means you’ll work faster and smarter with VectorWorks 12.
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Feature A L S M D F R

Easier to Learn and Use 

Quicker Access to Tools and Easier To Understand Menus 8 8 8 8 8 8

Improved Text and Dashed Lines Display on Gray Layers 8 8 8 8 8 8

Easier to Select Object Handles 8 8 8 8 8 8

Interactive Zoom and Pan with the Mouse Wheel 8 8 8 8 8 8

Enhanced Flyover Tool 8 8 8 8 8 8

Expanded and Standardized Line Weights 8 8 8 8 8 8

Enhanced Drag and Drop Textures 8

Improved Alerts and Dialogs 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

Streamlined Workflows

New Organization Dialog 8 8 8 8 8 8

New Navigation Palette 8 8 8 8 8

New Forced Object Selection 8 8 8 8 8 8

Layer/Class Activation Commands 8 8 8 8 8 8

Workgroup Reference Improvements 8 8 8 8 8 8

Class Overrides for Viewports 8 8 8 8 8 8

New Delete Class Options 8 8 8 8 8 8

Independent Area and Volume Units 8 8 8 8 8 8

Improved Find Resource Function 8 8 8 8 8 8

Improved File Renaming 8 8 8 8 8 8

Easier Updating of Old Drawings 8 8 8 8 8 8

Instant Access to Resources 8 8 8 8 8 8

Updated Issue Manager 8 8 8

File Extensions on Macintosh 8 8 8 8 8 8

Standard Naming Improvements 8 8 8

Center Snapping for Regular Polygons [New in 12.0.1] 8 8 8 8 8 8

New Import/Export Options and Improved DXF/DWG Translation

New Shapefile/.SHP Import/Export Command 8 8

New .3ds File Import/Export Command 8 8 8 8 8

DXF/DWG Multiple Sheet Export 8 8 8 8 8 8

Better DXF/DWG Support for Dimension Standards 8 8 8 8 8 8

More Control Over Imported DXF/DWG Drawing Origins 8 8 8 8 8 8

Streamlined Export with New DXF/

DWG Export Images Option
8 8 8 8 8 8

Automatic DXF/DWG Color to Line Weight Matching 8 8 8 8 8 8

Faster Import with DXF/DWG Bind XRefs 8 8 8 8 8 8

DXF/DWG Support for Meshes 8 8 8 8 8 8

ACIS Solids DXF/DWG Export 8 8 8 8 8 8

Mac OSX PDF Image Export 8 8 8 8 8 8

ESP Vision™ Support 8 8

SketchUp® File Import  [New in 12.0.1] 8 8 8

Feature A L S M D F R
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Feature A L S M D F R

New and Improved Objects

New Wall Styles and Accurate Wall Replacement 8 8

New Custom Stair Object 8 8 8 8 8

Enhanced Door Object 8 8

Dynamic 3D Roof Reshaping 8 8 8 8 8 8

New Roof Accessories 8 8

New Dutch Hip Roof 8 8 8 8 8 8

Cabinet Object Enhancements 8 8 8 8 8

Knoll™ Furniture Library 8 8

New Plant Image Library from Xfrog® 8 8

Image Props Support in Place Plant tool [New in 12.0.1] 8

Improved Plant Object 8 8

Property Line Improvements 8 8 8

Roadway (NURBS) Improvements 8 8 8

New Detailing Objects 8 8 8

New Detail Library from www.CADdetails.com™ 8 8 8 8 8

New J-bolt Object 8 8 8 8 8

New Universal Fastener Tool 8 8

New 3D Machine Parts 8 8

New 3D Human Figure 8 8 8 8 8

Improved Lighting Device 8 8

Turn the Lights Off and On 8 8

Simplified Drawing Borders 8 8 8 8 8

Image Fill Library 8 8 8 8 8 8

Metric Libraries 8 8 8 8 8 8

 Refined Annotation and Worksheet Features
New Worksheet Formatting Options 8 8 8 8 8 8

Adding Endmarkers to Polylines and Polygons 8 8 8 8 8 8

New Polygon Modes 8 8 8 8 8 8

Refined Section/Elevation Markers 8 8 8 8 8

Drawing Label Improvements 8 8 8 8 8

Height Field in SIA Dimensioning Standard 8 8 8 8 8 8

Auto-associate Dimensions 8 8 8 8 8 8

Enhanced 3D Capabilities 8 8 8 8 8 8

Live Sections 8 8 8 8 8

Feature A L S M D F R
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Feature A L S M D F R
New Stacked Layers View 8 8

Improved Fillet Surfaces 8 8 8 8 8 8

New Rebuild NURBS Command 8 8 8 8 8 8

New Draped Surface Command 8 8 8 8 8 8

Text Along A Path 8 8 8 8 8 8

New RenderWorks Camera Object 8

Improved Digital Terrain Modeling 8 8 8

Feature A L S M D F RMore Sophisticated Rendering

Apple Quartz Imaging Support 8 8 8 8 8 8

Radiosity 8

New Physical Lighting Attributes 8

New Area and Line Lights 8

Volumetric Lighting 8

New Lighting Device Parameters [New in 12.0.1] 8 8

Improved Lighting Devices [New in 12.0.1] 8

Easier Light Aiming 8 8 8 8 8 8

Higher Quality OpenGL Rendering 8 8 8 8 8 8

Quick Access to Render Modes 8 8 8 8 8 8

Texture Image Compression 8

Improved Architectural Hidden Line Rendering 8 8 8 8 8 8

Expanded Customization Options
Easier Plug-in Management 8 8 8 8 8 8

New User folders for Preferences and Custom Content 8 8 8 8 8 8

Improved VectorScript Editor 8 8 8 8 8 8

New Attribute Controls for Custom Dialogs 8 8 8 8 8 8

Resizable Layout Manager Dialogs 8 8 8 8 8 8

Single Platform Localization 8 8 8 8 8 8

New Metric Defaults for Plug-ins 8 8 8 8 8 8

Feature A L S M D F R
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Quicker Access to Tools and Easier  
to Understand Menus

Simplified VectorWorks tool palettes 
and menu commands help you work 
more efficiently. New options make 
customizing the VectorWorks interface 
much easier. To help get new users up 
and running quickly, tool palettes can 
now display the names of the tools in 
addition to an icon. To maximize screen 
real estate, advanced users can choose 
to display icons only in a single, scrolla-
ble row. Plus, we merged certain tools, 
such as the 2D and 3D Mirror tools into 
a single Mirror tool, and the 2D and 
3D Rotate tools into a single Rotate 

tool.  We also logically re-grouped 
and consolidated menu commands 
and included easier to create custom 
workspaces that make it easier to find 
what you need. All these improvements 
allow you to access just the tools  
and commands you need when you 
need them.

Improved Text and Dashed Lines 
Display on Grayed Layers

Grayed layers now show important  
information. Text on grayed layers now 
display grayed, rather than as an empty 
gray box. Dashed lines on grayed layers 
appear as gray dashed lines, instead of 
solid lines.

Easier to Learn and Use 
A dramatically simplified VectorWorks interface helps you 
quickly find what you need. Tools with similar functionality have 
been consolidated. Smarter tools work on more objects and are 
less view–dependent. And new depth to the interface allows you 
to organize and access frequently–used tools and commands 
quickly and easily. The result is a much cleaner interface that is 
easier for new users to learn and allows existing users to work 
more efficiently.

IMAGE: Romaina Cannella Della Chiara Arredamenti, Italy
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Easier to Select Object Handles

Redesigned selection and object 
handles are more obvious and easier  
to work with. Object handles drawn  
on top of each other will no longer 
cancel each other out. They’re also 
easier to “grab.”

Interactive Zoom and Pan  
with the Mouse Wheel 

Navigating is now much simpler with 
improvements to the mouse wheel. 
Now you can zoom without having to 
press a modifier key and pan by push-
ing the mouse wheel in and moving the 
mouse. You’ll see an instant increase 
in productivity, since you’ll be able to 
zoom, pan, and draw with one hand.

Enhanced Flyover Tool

To enhance your 3D modeling  
experience in VectorWorks, we made 
improvements to the Flyover tool to 
give you more accurate control over 
manipulating a 3D view. A new mode 
lets you set the rotation origin, giving 
you more control when navigating 
around your 3D model. 

Expanded and Standardized  
Line Weights

The number of line weights available 
from the Attributes palette has doubled 
from five to ten, and the default line 
weights match the US National CAD 
Standards and the ISO Standards Hand-
book – Technical Drawings. Also, new 
line weight values are listed in millime-
ters by default, rather than in mils.

Enhanced Drag and Drop Textures [R]

This enhancement allows you to drop 
textures on the faces of 3D objects. 
New SmartCursor™ cues indicate that 
texture is ready to be dropped.

Improved Alerts and Dialogs

To make the VectorWorks interface 
more consistent and easier to under-
stand, we have updated 83 dialogs  
and improved alert dialogs to be  
more descriptive. Updates to many of 
the VectorWorks Alert dialogs match  
current Windows and Macintosh 
user interface standards, allowing 
VectorScript and SDK developers to 
produce the same alert dialogs seen 
throughout VectorWorks.
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Streamlined Workflows 

To streamline your workflows, we reduced the number steps 
required to achieve results. Larger firms will appreciate better 
 workgroup referencing, which makes it easier for teams to 
collaborate on different parts of a design. Better organizational 
features will help you develop and manage CAD standards.  
Of course, all firms will benefit from the overall improved  
performance VectorWorks 12 offers. And increased efficiencies 
will help give every firm an instant boost in productivity. 

New Organization Dialog

You can now easily manage your draw-
ing structure from a single convenient 
dialog. A new five–tabbed Organization 
dialog allows you to view and modify 
all your layers, classes, viewports, and 
saved views. This centralized interface 
allows you to access and manage key 
organizational components, eliminat-
ing the need to interact with several 
different dialogs. Items on the resizable 
Organization dialog are displayed in 
columns you can sort and resize.  

This new dialog provides:

• Keystroke matching of column  
elements

• Support for multiple item editing  

• Drag and drop support for layer 
stacking order

• A new Visibility mode that makes 
it easy to manage the Layer and 
Class visibilities for saved views and 
viewports, and allows you to quickly 
check which layers or classes are  
visible in a particular saved view  
or viewport
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• A new Preview button that allows 
you to see your changes before  
you commit

New Navigation Palette [ ALSMD ]

A new Navigation palette puts the 
functions you use most right at your 
fingertips, so you can navigate around 
your drawings easily, as well as quickly 
access and modify view and visibility 
information. With the new Navigation 
palette, you can:

• Set the active layer and class

• Set layer and class options

• Sort by name & visibility

• Set visibilities for layers and classes

• Change the layer stacking order  
using drag and drop

• Activate and redefine saved views

• Select viewports

• Create, edit, duplicate, and delete 
layers, classes, saved views,  
and viewports

New Forced Object Selection

With the new Force Select command, 
 it’s easier to select an object. In 
VectorWorks 12, if you can see it,  
you can select it, even if the object 
belongs to a grayed layer or class, or 
resides on a differently scaled layer. 

Layer/Class Activation Commands

The new Activate Layer and Activate 
Class context menu commands let  
you jump to the layer or activate  
the class of any visible object. 

Workgroup Reference Improvements

Several improvements to the 
VectorWorks workgroup referencing 

system will allow you to collaborate 
with your colleagues more easily. You’ll 
save time and eliminate extra steps in 
your workflow. Now you can: 

• Update a reference to a file, even if 
someone else has the referenced file 
open; you no longer have to track 
that person down and ask him or her 
to close the file

• Create layer links from referenced 
layers automatically

• Update class definitions 

•  Ignore the user origin of a source file

•  Reference resources through the  
Resource Browser without first  
having to create a reference to  
the file

• Keep your current document in 
sync with the referenced file, with 
improved notifications for missing 
resources and name conflicts  

Plus, you won’t be able to accidentally 
break a reference from the Resource 
Browser, since the renaming and edit-
ing of referenced resources requires you 
to first explicitly break the reference.

Class Overrides for Viewports

New viewport class overrides allow  
you to change the class attributes  
of a viewport without affecting the 
look of other viewports or design  
layer drawings. So your viewports  
can have completely different looks.

New Delete Class Options

New options give control over what  
to do with objects in classes you want 
to delete. You can choose to delete  
the objects along with the class. Or  
you can choose to reassign all the 
objects to a new class. IMAGE: Jessie Winters, Enchanted Garden, USA
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Independent Area and Volume Units

You can now select area and volume 
units independently of your primary 
drawing unit. For example, you can 
draw in feet and inches, but have  
an area display as square yards  
or even acres.

Center Snapping for Regular Polygons 
NEW IN 12.0.1  

With this feature, you can now snap to 
the center of a closed, regular poly-
gon for easier alignment and quicker 
precision drafting. The VectorWorks 
SmartCursor™ cue displays the word 
Center when you place the cursor on 
the polygon’s center point.

Improved Find Resource Function

Now you can find what you’re look-
ing for faster with the enhanced Find 
Resource on Disk menu item in the  
Resource Browser. Time-saving  
enhancements will allow you to:

• Search on the full or partial names  
of resources

• Optionally search subfolders of the 
selected folder

• Search for a specific resource by type

• Perform a case-sensitive search

• Display the search results in table 
format in a resizable results dialog

Improved File Renaming

You now have the option to allow new 
files converted from previous versions 
to keep the name of the original file, 
saving you from having to perform a 
manual file name change.

Easier Updating of Old Drawings 

The new “Convert in Place” checkbox 
in the Batch Convert dialog simplifies 
your batch conversion workflow. You 
can convert new version VectorWorks 
files in their original locations and 
archive old version VectorWorks files to 
a different location, saving you from 
having to copy your drawings to several 
different folders.
 
Instant Access to Resources

Now it’s easier to access and manage 
resources without having to import 
them through the Resource Browser. 
Libraries containing resources like 
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hatches, textures, gradients, and 
symbols are now accessible when you 
need them. For example, in version 12, 
if you want to add a gradient or hatch 
to your design, default hatches and 
gradients are available via the Attri-
butes palette without having to import 
them first. For easy management, a new 
default content folder with logically 
named subfolders will reside in your 
VectorWorks folder. So, whether you 
want to add new libraries of your own 
or change the default ones, it’s as easy 
as creating them or editing them and 
dropping them into the right folder. 

Updated Issue Manager [ ALD ]

The Issue Manager works with the new  
drawing border, so you can enter all the 
title block information you require and 
automatically place it in the title block.

File Extensions on Macintosh

Now VectorWorks automatically  
appends the proper VectorWorks file 
extension whenever a new file is  
saved on the Mac.

Standard Naming  
Improvements  [ ALD ]

A good drawing structure is a key to 
maximizing your productivity in any 
CAD program. It’s important to place 
objects in the correctly named layer, 
class, and view. The improved Standard 
Naming command makes it easier  
for you to customize VectorWorks 
Architect’s default drawing structure  
by allowing you to create your own 
layer, class and view names. 
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New Import/Export Options and Improved  
DXF/DWG Translation

Expanded VectorWorks import/export options and improved 
DWG/DXF translation make it easier to share drawings with  
clients and colleagues, as well as provide you access to  
third-party models, libraries, and GIS information in the  
public domain. 

New Shapefile/ SHP  
Import/Export Command [ LD ]

Now you can import and export GIS 
maps and data. With support for 
Shapefiles or SHP files, you can import 
geo–referenced maps and map data  
to your drawings. You can use these 
maps as they are or use VectorWorks  
Landmark’s outstanding drawing,  
modeling and graphics capabilities  
to embellish them. SHP export will  
allow maps created in VectorWorks  
LANDMARK to be shared with designers 
using other GIS and mapping programs.

New 3ds File  
Import/Export Command [ ALSMD ]

We expanded VectorWorks 3D import/
export capabilities to include support 
for 3ds files. 3ds is a common exchange 
format for 3D programs. In addition 
to improved compatibility with Studio 
Max® and Viz®, support for 3ds gives 
you access to thousands of high- 
quality models from the internet.  
Plus, imported 3ds models retain their 
textures, so they’re ready to be placed  
into your design.
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DXF/DWG Multiple Sheet Export 

You can choose as many sheets as  
you want to be exported at one time 
with DXF/DWG multiple sheet export. 
You no longer have to export each 
sheet individually, saving you extra 
steps and time.

Better DXF/DWG Support  
for Dimension Standards

Now you can Batch Import DXF/DWG 
files into a VectorWorks template file 
that has the dimension standard  
already set. This saves you from having 
to manually set dimension standards 
every time you import a DXF/DWG file.

More Control Over Imported  
DXF/DWG Drawing Origins

A new import option provides better 
control over centering and scaling, 
aligning origins from multiple  
DXF/DWG imports. And, after an  
import, the default view will be  
set to be the same as the original  
DXF/DWG file, as opposed to showing 
all imported objects.

Streamlined Export with New DXF/
DWG Export Images Option

We added a new DXF/DWG export  
option that allows you to automatically 
remove image files before you export 
VectorWorks drawings, which will  
save you time. 

Support for DXF/DWG Color  
to Line Weight Matching

VectorWorks now supports reading 
and writing of *.ctb files, automatically 
mapping color to line weights for you, 
and includes additional improvements 
to the mapping process. 

Faster Import with DXF/DWG 

You no longer have to call AutoCAD  
users to ask them to resend files  
because of missing xrefs. External  
referenced files will now automatically 
be bound at import.

DXF/DWG Support for Meshes

For cleaner translation, VectorWorks 
mesh objects are now exported as 
AutoCAD poly face meshes, instead 
of triangles. And DXF/DWG poly face 
meshes are imported as VectorWorks 
meshes, not triangles.

ACIS Solids DXF/DWG Export 

Now DXF/DWG export supports ACIS 
solids. Exporting as ACIS solids means  
a better export to AutoCAD and other 
3D programs.

PDF Image Export

Thanks to Apple’s Quartz Imaging  
technology, Mac OS X users now have 
the option of saving exports as PDFs.

ESP Vision™ Support [ SD ]

VectorWorks Spotlight users can export 
their models for real time simulation. 
And because ESP Vision works with any 
lighting console, you can visualize your 
show in VectorWorks SPOTLIGHT, and 
then run it in ESP Vision.™

SketchUp® File Import [ A, L, S ]  
NEW IN 12.0.1 

Now you can import SketchUp archi-
tectural elements into VectorWorks. 
You can start your initial conceptual 
design work in SketchUp and easily 
continue with more complex aspects of 
the design process by importing your 
SketchUp drawings into VectorWorks 
without having to recreate any of your 
preliminary work.
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New Wall Styles and Aligned Wall 
Replacement [ AD ]

Walls in version 12 take a dramatic step 
forward. A new interactive Wall Prefer-
ences dialog allows you to see your 
walls as they are being built, making  
it much easier to create component 
walls. New tabs allow you to easily 
manage the classing, heights, and data 
associated with a wall, as well as add 
textures so walls can be realistically 
rendered in RenderWorks.

Editing and managing walls has also 
been greatly improved. Now wall styles 
can be saved as resources and accessed 
from the Resource Browser. Editing 
a wall style via the Resource Browser 
automatically updates all walls that  

New and Improved Objects

Where to begin? You’ll find a host of new and improved walls, 
doors, windows, cabinets, stairs, roofs, roads, and many more 
in VectorWorks 12 to give you more options than ever before. 
You’ll also find several new libraries.

use that style, so making changes 
across all walls of a particular type  
is significantly easier and faster. And,  
new alignment options assure that 
when you swap one wall style with 
another, the walls are automatically 
realigned correctly.

New Custom Stair Object [ ALSD ] 

The groundbreaking new architectural 
custom stair object supports an  
unlimited number of configurations  
to create even the most complex 
staircase. Now you can create straight, 
round, skewed, and winder stairs, or 
any combination of flights and plat-
forms to achieve the results you need. 
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And, unlike any other software program 
on the market, VectorWorks gives you 
complete control over the stair’s 2D  
appearance on both the lower and 
upper floors. This allows you to visual-
ize and control lower and upper level 
representations separately, eliminating 
the need for extra drafting to get the 
proper plan views of the stairs on both 
affected floors. New options also make 
it easy to attach hand rails.

Enhanced Window Tool [ ASLD ]

We made the window object in 
VectorWorks 12 easier to use, added 
more capabilities and increased its  
reliability, so you spend less time  
creating exactly the windows you  
want. More shapes and options, 
double-click editing, a more intui-
tive, interactive dialog interface, and 
enhanced component wrapping are 
among the many enhancements you’ll 
find in the improved window object.

Some of the options VectorWorks 
Architect now supports include custom 
sashes, masonry and brick sills, shut-
ters, lintels, splayed–wall openings, and 
additional muntin styles. VectorWorks 
Architect windows are also more  
“intelligent.” They can be set to auto-
matically display an ID label, and they 
better manage window data for easier 
and more accurate window schedules. 
They can also display associated  
record data that previously had to be 
entered into the computer by hand— 
information like total glazing area,  
roof and masonry openings, and  
operable sash lengths.

Enhanced Door Tool [ ASLD ]

The door object in VectorWorks 12 
offers many more shapes and options, 
as well as a new interactive preview 
pane in the Door Preferences dialog 
box that allows you to see how your 
changes will affect the door.  You can 
add new half-segment, half-ellipse, 
half-round, or half-gothic shapes to 
the tops of your doors. You can show 
the swing in elevation views. You can 
easily add door hardware and manage 
door hardware data. Plus, we improved 
the way doors insert into wall compo-
nents. You can also more easily control 
line weights, fills, textures, and other 
graphical attributes of the door.
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Plus, the VectorWorks Architect  
Door gives you additional options  
for controlling muntins in sidelights 
and support for lintels and splayed  
wall openings. You can even create  
custom door slabs of any shape.  
New data features make it easy to  
create and manage door IDs, as well  
as automatically calculate the total 
glazing area, total vent area and  
egress compliancy of doors. 

Dynamic 3D Roof Reshaping 

With the 3D Reshape tool, you’ll now 
be able to completely reshape a roof in 
a 3D view. You can easily reshape the 
eaves, slopes, and roof edge, using the 
different reshape handles. 

New Roof Accessories [ AD ]

Creating appealing roofs is as easy  
as 1-2-3 now that you can attach  
several new roof geometries, such as  
attics, soffits, and fascia; and they  
will instantly appear in 3D, section,  
and elevation views. 

New Dutch Hip Roof

You can create a Dutch hip roof in  
just one step with the new Dutch hip 
roof option. 

Cabinet Object Enhancements  
[ ASLD ]

Cabinets have been dramatically im-
proved, so you can design more realistic 
cabinets. We added additional door 
types, including square multi-panel, 
arch and Roman arch, as well as new 
styles, such as grooved and glass. We 
also improved the way textures map  
to cabinet doors and have included  
an editable library of doors and  
drawer pulls. 

Knoll™ Furniture Library [ AD ]

VectorWorks Architect ships with a 
collection of classic modern furniture 
from the KnollStudio collection. Each 
furniture symbol is detailed in 3D and 
pre-textured, so you can simply drop it 
into your scene. The collection con-
tains more than 200 symbols of classic 
furniture designs by Mies van der Rohe, 
Breuer, Saarinen, Gehry, and others, 
with lounge chairs, side chairs, otto-
mans, sofas, loveseats, bar stools, side 
tables, dining tables, conference tables, 
and more. 
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New Plant Image Library  
from Xfrog™ [ LD ]

We’ve partnered with Xfrog, the 
industry’s premier developer of botani-
cal modeling technology, to provide 
VectorWorks Landmark users access to 
one of the largest plant image librar-
ies available in any CAD program. 
VectorWorks Landmark’s new plant 
library contains more than 100  
species with several different views, 
including top, elevation, seasonal,  
and growth views. Plus, each species  
is represented as an image prop, so  
you can easily add 3D plants to your 
design. And, some of the plants have 
been “stylized,” so, in addition to  
photorealistic views, you’ll have  
access to softer, more artistic  
views—great for entourage. 

Image Props Support in Place Plant 
Tool [ L ] NEW IN 12.0.1 

You can now assign image props, 
including provided plant images from 
Xfrog,™ as a plant’s 3D plant appear-
ance. This new presentation capability 
allows you to display plants as  
photorealistic plant images in 3D. 
VectorWorks Landmark provides  
several default resource image props, 
but you can also create your own  
custom default resources. 

Improved Plant Object [ LD ]

To help you work more efficiently with 
plants, we made several improvements 
to the workflow and performance of 
the Place Plant tool. For starters, a 
redesigned interface makes placing 
plants faster and easier. New placement 
options are conveniently located in the 
Mode bar. And, we consolidated options 
into a single tabbed dialog box from 
which you can choose, style, and man-
age your plants. Plus, we made it easier 
for new users to use their existing plant 
symbols with the Place Plant tool. 

Property Line Improvements [ ALD ]

We made several property line improve-
ments. The new “Annotation Style” 
parameter, with options for angle- 
distance-curve, angle-distance, and 
distance-only, gives you selective  
control over which annotations you 
create, instead of having to perform 
them all. You can now show curve  
data in a worksheet instead of at  
the center of curves. You also have  
the ability to force the back tangent  
to be collinear with the previous 
segment. And we added a read-only 
“forward tangent” field. 
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Roadway (NURBS) Improvements  
[ ALD ]

Several enhancements to this feature 
include removing the “station spacing” 
parameter from the Object Info palette, 
adding support for slope notation,  
adding the ability to align stations 
vertically and easily add left and  
right guardrails.

New Detailing Objects [ ALD ]

Thanks to two new high-level  
detailing objects, you can quickly  
produce construction documents  
spend less time and energy drawing  
details. The Linear Material object 
allows you to quickly create a variety 
of detailing materials, such as board, 
gypsum board, plaster/stucco, plywood/
OSB and corrugated decking.

With the Repetitive Unit object, you 
can easily place symbols for repetitive 
building elements, such as tiles,  
masonry units, and joists and siding 
along a polyline. These objects provide 

an extensive array of content for de-
tailing, as well as the ability to sketch 
the details over a design style section 
to enhance and streamline  
your workflow.

New Detail Library from  
www.CADdetails.com™  [ ALMD ]

We’ve partnered with CADdetails.com 
to provide users with a sampling of 
more than 1�0 architectural and  
landscape symbols. Plus, access to 
thousands more in VectorWorks format.

New J-bolt Object [ ALSMD ]

The new J-bolt object offers you  
options to create a number of J-bolt 
configurations in 2D and 3D.

New Fastener Tool [ MD ]

You’ll cut down on the time it takes  
to place fastener objects in your draw-
ing or rendering with the new Fastener 
tool. Instead of searching through 
several fly-outs in the tool set, all you 
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have to do is click the Fastener tool 
and use one of the modes in the mode 
bar to select the object you want. In 
streamlining this function to simplify 
your workflow, we reduced the number 
of objects in the Hardware Inch/Metric 
and Hardware ISO/DIN tool sets 
by one third. 

New 3D Machine Parts [ MD ]

Most 2D objects now have a corre-
sponding 3D object, saving you time 
from having to draw them manually. 
We created 3D objects for the few 
remaining 2D objects that did not have 
them: the cotter pin, extension spring, 
flanged bearing—2 hole, flanged bear-
ing—� hole, pillow block, thumb screw, 
torsion spring and wing nuts. 

New 3D Human Figure [ ALSMD ]

Now you can populate your drawings 
and renderings with more realistic hu-
man figures to use as scale references 
and round out your renderings without 
having to painstakingly draw them 
yourself or use third-party resources. 
The new 3D human figure contains a 
standard set of predefined body posi-
tions, as well as a custom mode that 
gives you more control of the model. 
The figure also comes with pre-defined 
hair styles and clothing that can be 
customized with different colors and 
textures. You’ll also find a new figures 
library that contains preconfigured  
3D people, 2D color people symbols,  
a textures library for human figures, 
and 2D grayscale people.

Improved Lighting Device [ SD ]

Several enhancements to the light-
ing device will help you work faster 
and smarter. Double clicking a light-
ing device opens a new editing dialog 

box where single or multiple lighting 
devices can be easily modified. Now 
you can automatically stack labels in 
the order you want, instead of having 
to individually adjust the stacking order 
of labels on each instrument, which 
most other programs require you to do. 
This means you can place labels closer 
together and create a smaller lighting 
device when you require instruments 
that are close together. 

Include Gobo Projections Directly  
[ SD ]

Gobo projectors are no longer separate 
objects, but are incorporated into the 
lighting instrument for ease of use. In 
the new editing dialog box, you can 
now focus your instruments, and pick 
your label legend and gobos in one 
convenient location.

Simplified Drawing Borders  
[ ALSMD ]

We streamlined the VectorWorks  
interface by combining all products’ 
drawing borders into one universal 
Drawing Border object; you can also 
create a custom title block. The new 
Drawing Border is much easier to cus-
tomize and makes adding and manag-
ing title block data a snap. 

Image Fill Library 
 
VectorWorks 12 now ships with a 
library of more than �00 2D image  
fills. Inside you’ll find image fills for 
exterior finishes, interior finishes,  
metals, plastics, glass, stone, brick, a 
variety of natural image fills, such as 
grass and foliage, and wall and flooring 
image fills from Forbo.™
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Refined Annotation and Worksheet Features

To help you document your designs, new and improved  
annotation objects make them easier to use and easier to  
customize. Plus, we overhauled VectorWorks worksheets  
by adding user-requested formatting options.

Metric Libraries

International users will appreciate com-
pletely new libraries with meaningful 
metric defaults. We’ve also improved 
many of VectorWorks tools and com-
mands to better meet the needs of our 
international users.
 
New Worksheet Formatting Options

New options allow you to get the 
worksheet formatting you need with-
out having to export data to Excel. 
With these improvements, you’ll  
save time and eliminate extra steps  
in your workflow. New formatting  
options include text wrapping,  
variable-row heights, vertical text  

and vertical text alignment, text colors,  
cell fill styles and colors, and text-only 
cell format.

 
In addition to the formatting  
improvements, we also improved work-
sheet functionality. You can now find 
and select individual drawing objects 
that are referenced in the worksheet 
databases. We also added more query  
functions for reporting the height, 
thickness and surface area of walls. 

Adding Endmarkers Attributes

For added flexibility, you can now  
add end markers to polylines,  
2D polygons, arcs, and freehand lines.

IMAGE: Johnathan Pickup, archoncad, NZ
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New 2D Polygon Tool Modes

You’ll see a boost in your productivity 
thanks to two new modes in the 2D 
Polygon tool. These modes allow you 
to create polygons or polylines from 
bounded regions, making it easy to an-
notate elevations and other drawings.

Refined Section–  
Elevation Markers [ ALSMD ]

We consolidated all the tools and 
objects used to create reference mark-
ers into one easy-to-use object. Your 
section and elevation views are greatly 
enhanced with the new Section– 
Elevation Markers, which help you 
show the orientation from which 
you’ve created the section or elevation 
view. And more options mean that  
you have more control over the look  
of your markers. 

Drawing Label  
Improvements [ ALSMD ]

You’ll save time and reduce errors with 
the improved Drawing Label tool. It 
will automatically default its drawing 
name, items, and sheet number when 
contained in a viewport, reducing the 
chance for error when editing your 
drawing set. 

Auto-associate Dimensions

This new preference automatically 
selects the top–most object when  
more than one object shares a  
dimension endpoint.
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Enhanced 3D Capabilities 

Modeling buildings and interiors in 3D is now a lot easier. Live 
sections, improved free–form modeling capabilities, editable 3D 
building views, a reengineered DTM, and improved 3D Power 
Pack features are just some of the enhanced 3D capabilities 
you’ll find in version 12. 

Live Sections [ ALSMD ]

Now you can easily create section  
views that update automatically as 
your model changes. Which means  
you no longer have to redraw or  
recreate section drawings manually, 
saving you several steps and allowing 
you to draw and analyze your models 
much more efficiently. You can also 
display section views in non-orthogonal 
and perspective projections.

New Stack Layers View [ AD ]

This new option is a valuable  
alternative to layer linking and makes 
creating and editing architectural  
models fast and easy. The new Stack 
Layers View command automatically 
stacks layers in their relative Z height 
and allows you to edit the stacked 
model in any 3D view. 

IMAGE: Luis M Ruiz, LineSync Architecture, USA
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New 3D Power Pack Capabilities

We added several new options and 
functions to our 3D Power Pack tech-
nology in our ongoing effort to provide 
you with sophisticated 3D modeling 
capabilities. 

• Improved Fillet Surfaces—  
The Create Fillet Surface command 
now contains new options that en-
able you to create a wider range of 
shapes, giving you more control over 
how surfaces are joined.

• New Rebuild NURBS Command— 
The Rebuild NURBS command allows 
you to effectively reduce the number 
of vertices in NURBS curves and 
surfaces. This is a particularly nice 
option when importing models  
from other 3D programs. 

• New Create Drape Surface  
Command– You’ll be able to create 
NURBS surfaces that drape over 
objects with the new Create Drape 
Surface command. The results are 
similar to dropping a piece of cloth 
over a 3D model.

• Text Along A Path Command— 
With the new Text Along Path  
command, you’ll be able to create  
3D text objects that follow the  
path of a curve.

New RenderWorks Camera Object [R] 

The new RenderWorks Camera object 
allows you to set a 3D view based on 
specified camera attributes, such as 
camera lens/focal length, field of view, 
clipping scale, camera tilt angles, etc., 
as well as have multiple camera objects 
in a document. Double-clicking the 
camera object displays the view for 
that camera.

Improved Digital Terrain Modeling  
[ ALD ] 

The Digital Terrain Modeler (DTM)  
is now easier to use, more robust, 
and more reliable.  We’ve completely 
rewritten the DTM to make it a plug-in 
object. This greatly simplifies the DTM 
concepts and eliminates the layer and 
class dependencies and controls of the 
existing DTM. The new DTM won’t add 
unique layers or classes to your drawing 
files. DTM models and views are inte-
grated into a single object that can be 
easily edited via the Object Info palette. 
The enhanced DTM offers better data 
point filtering and more intuitive error 
dialog boxes that increase reliability 
and allow you to easily fix problems 
manually. And, a new snap shot feature 
allows you to show several different 
views of the DTM at once.

IMAGE: Peter Perszyk, Elite Exhibits, USA
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More Sophisticated Rendering

Is it a rendering or is it a photograph? Rendering in VectorWorks 
and RenderWorks takes a giant step forward. With more realistic 
OpenGL rendering, radiosity, and advanced lighting technology 
such as physical lights, area lights, and volumetric lighting, you’ll 
be able to render scenes with a dramatic degree of realism.

Apple Quartz Imaging Support

Version 12 now takes advantage of 
Apple’s Quartz imaging technology. 
Quartz offers all Macintosh users better 
support for large format printers. And 
it gives Macintosh users substantial 
improvements over how objects display 
on screen. With Quartz, endpoints 
now draw with round end caps, jag-
ged edges are smoothed out with the 
Quartz anti-aliasing preference and 
diagonal lines no longer appear thicker 
than horizontal and vertical lines. 
Quartz also gives Macintosh users true, 
adjustable layer transparency.

Radiosity [ R ]

You can create more photorealistic 
renderings with the indirect and soft 
lighting effects radiosity provides at a 
fraction of the cost of other visualiza-
tion packages. With these and other  
visualization enhancements 
VectorWorks 12 offers, you’ll be able  
to create spectacular renderings.

New Physical Lighting Attributes [ R ]

New physical lighting options allow you 
to define a light object with real-world 
photometric properties. You can pre-
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cisely define the brightness and color 
characteristics of lights to give your 
models a more realistic look. Brightness 
values can be defined like real-world 
light bulbs in terms of lumens, cande-
las and lux. And, color values can be 
defined in terms of temperature. 

Plus, we added a new Custom Light 
object with attributes that can be de-
fined by reading in data from industry 
sources such as CIE, IESNA, CIBSE, and 
ELUMADAT. The Custom Light makes it 
easy to create lights that exactly match 
lighting manufacturer’s specifications.  
For your convenience, we’ve included 
a new library of predefined electrical 
lamp symbols that you can simply drag 
and drop into your design. Inside you’ll 
find symbols for various compact fluo-
rescents, fluorescent tubing, halogen, 
high-intensity discharge, incandescent 
bulbs, and reflectors.

New Area and Linear Lights [ R ]

Area and linear lights add another level 
of realism to your rendered scenes. Area 
and linear lights allow you to transform 
objects into light sources. They’re great 
for reproducing soft, glowing lighting 
effects such as neon–tube lighting, 
fluorescent light boxes, lit windows,  
or skylights.

Volumetric Lighting [ R ]

This feature allows you to create 
lighting effects such as lights in foggy 
weather, displaying shafts and scatter-
ing of light.

 
New Lighting Device Parameters  
[ S, R ] NEW IN 12.0.1 

Brightness and Lit Fog are two new 
parameters available on the Light 
Information tab of the Lighting Device 
dialog box and on the Object Info pal-
ette for a selected lighting device. With 
Brightness, you can control the inten-
sity of light inside a lighting device. The 
Lit Fog parameter allows you to create 
a lit fog volumetric weather effect.

Improved Lighting Devices [ S ]  
NEW IN 12.0.1 

Mirrored lighting devices maintain  
their proper rotation and beams are 
drawn properly for flipped or mirrored 
lighting devices. 

Easier Light Aiming

We improved the interface of direc-
tional lights and spot lights to make 
orienting lights easier and more intui-
tive. A new mode allows you to set the 
direction of a light by simply clicking 

IMAGE: Jim Woodward

IMAGE: Berry Marshal
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the area of the model you want to 
light. We added new target handles to 
spot lights to make them easier to aim. 
In addition, new options in the Object 
Info palette allow you to interactively 
adjust the Azimuth and elevation of 
lights, as well as automatically set the 
direction of a light to the current  
view or set the current view from the 
projection of light. 

Higher Quality OpenGL Rendering

You’ll see a vast improvement in your 
renderings with the new OpenGL anti-
aliasing feature. This feature leverages 
the power of your video card to quickly 
smooth out jagged edges around 
objects and speeds up other OpenGL 
rendering operations, such as printing, 
exporting OpenGL renderings, creating 
OpenGL rendered animations, and ren-
dering viewports and objects created 
with the Render Bitmap  
tool in OpenGL.

Quick Access to Render Modes

You can now quickly change the render 
mode using a new button on the  
View bar. 

Texture Image Compression 

Image-based textures are now com-
pressed using PNG or JPG format, 
significantly reducing file sizes for files 
that contain image-based textures. 

Improved Architectural  
Hidden Line Rendering

Hidden line renderings are much more 
accurate. Now, when you render a 
building model created from stacked 
or linked layers or viewports, you’ll no 
longer see a line at the intersection of 
walls and floors.

VERSION 11                                VERSION 12HIDDEN LINE RENDERING IMPROVEMENTS
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Expanded Customization Options

CAD managers and third-party developers will appreciate the 
Software Development Kit and scripting improvements we made 
to VectorWorks. 

Easier Plug-in Management

New options make managing plug-ins 
easy. Third-party plug-ins can now be 
located anywhere on the hard drive, 
through folder aliases. VectorWorks 
also maintains a separate folder you 
can access for third-party plug-ins. And 
migrating plug-ins to future versions of 
VectorWorks will be a lot easier. 

New User Folders for  
Preferences and Custom Content

We moved many modifiable files  
from the application folder to a  
platform-recommended standard  
location. Now users in large offices  
and school computer labs or other  
users with limited permissions won’t  
be blocked from creating log files  
and plug-in objects, or from modifying 
certain preferences and databases. 

Improved VectorScript Editor

We made the font in the VectorScript 
Editor slightly larger, so text is a lot 
easier to read, especially for non-Ro-
man character sets, such as Kanji. Now 
you can adjust the font yourself for 
ultimate readability. 

New Attribute Controls  
for Custom Dialog Boxes

New dialog boxes present a simpler, 
more consistent user interface for 
choosing graphical attributes.  
You now have access to line weight, 
line style, pattern, and solid color  
pen and fill settings. 

Resizable Layout Manager  
Dialog Boxes

VectorScript developers can now make 
their dialog boxes resizable to allow 
users the flexibility of seeing more of 
their data. 

New Metric Defaults  
for Plug-in Objects

Plug-in object developers can provide 
meaningful default parameter values in 
both metric and imperial units. These 
defaults are automatic and are based 
on selected units for drawing.
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